
not solely from/

Neothomimn: Intelligence

§13. Transition b0 Judgment.

A transition provides an excuse for a sitaimary
what has gone before. In the preceding t en cA/ops
(§§3-12), we have been distinguishin and iielttlmg.--

-d-j. t .-0	 f

The;e have bee distidg
o
ITneVit	 heir contents:

sensatioriA ipInse v data verceptiom and percept, imagining
and image, 	 AlndWg Clft/3 any4 )iqla, the act variously
described as conceiving„ thinking, defining, considertimg,
meaning and its owAppt content which is variously named

of/

	

	
concept, thought li.d4V4a4piwy or oblec o eldePatlea
definition,/consideratiot, of mnenieg. 

24.e sera and theil contents lie on two distinct
levels. On a senlitIV6' ,M1 an) rld lynsaln, per-
ception, andTagination; on an into ectual 10 el there
are understan ing and conception. But though d stinct,
the two levels re related. The initial bridge is the
sAAirit of.inqpi	 which transmutes sensible contents
A.o. , 1;14e. tu461 of questions and problems for intelligence.

Vow as the queat fln. cif problem results fpem-the-eem§laattem
e€/the desire of intelligence to understand but from
this desire as specified by- percepts on.schematic tnages,
so the act of undeliciptVnWgAs the -gra	 of an idea or
intelligible for ha iTeArr,en 1n4ble sensible
presentation or rerresentation. F ally, as inquiry and
understanding do not occur without 'a sensible correlative,
so also the activity of conceiving or thinking evokes
its sensible complement in an exrression, which may be
linguistic or symbolic, spoken or written or merely imagined.

Next, it is to be nAed that i-sielts are not isolated;
they occur in constellations, complement one another,
accumulate, and so develop into the habitual mastery of
a subject. But as insights are to mastery, so concepts
are to a systein. For within a system one may distinguish
between primitive terns and relations, which proceed
from the basic insights, derived terms and relations,
which are defined I by employing the primitive, basic
propositions, which result from the pit various,202
immediate combinations of primitive terms and rebtions,
and derived propositions, which are deducible from the
basic propositions and ppeeed-fpea-tho-extensien-e
the-bas4e-lasIglats represent extensions of the basic
insights into pl mastery of a domain.

NviAt
Further, systems Adevelop either internally or

externally. Internal development ip poppese illustrated
by mathematics in which sense data and percepts provide
only an occasion. The proper process is from inquiry
about schematic images through insight to theorems and
solutions; again, through the symbolic represemation
of the processes of theorizing and solving, which supply
as it were higher schematic images, to more general
insights and more abstract selytieas theorems, which
in turn may be symbolically expressed to provide still
higher images,

the/
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